Computational materials design of defect-induced ferrimagnetic MnO.
We present a computational materials design for defect-induced ferrimagnetic MnO. The magnetic properties of MnO containing Mn vacancies were investigated using first-principle calculations. For these electronic structure calculations, we employed a pseudo-self-interaction-corrected local density approximation (PSIC-LDA). We used the Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker coherent potential approximation (KKR-CPA) to create a random distribution of atoms at the assigned sites. Having described the magnetic properties with a classic Heisenberg model, we calculated the effective exchange coupling constants by applying the magnetic force theorem to two magnetic sites embedded in the CPA medium. We estimated the Curie temperatures from the calculated exchange interactions. This study found that the Mn vacancies induced ferrimagnetic ground states in MnO, and that the Curie temperature could reach room temperature at Mn vacancy concentrations above 20%. These findings suggest a new route for designing ferrimagnetic materials from anti-ferromagnetic host materials.